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The Activation Code
Why Access Your Activation Code?
There are three reasons to access your Activation Code in an Activation Code
session.
The first reason is to discover who you are at the soul level. We look at your
energetic signature and uncover the divine spark of genius that you bring to the
world. Knowing who you are gives you the ability to identify and appreciate your
soul's purpose and what you are designed to activate in the world just by being alive.
The second reason is to discover how your Activation Code affects those
around you. This is revealed in the Activation Code summary you will receive.
Knowing how you activate attractive energy when you are on the master
path and how you can trigger opposing energy when you are on the student
path is key to your journey.
This allows us to align with those who are ready to receive our activation and release
judgment of those who are not. This clears the space in our lives to attract
abundance and prosperity.
"Understanding what I activate explains a lot of my life experiences; and
gives me a clearer path towards growing in mastery." Dena Crowder, CA
The third reason is that knowing your Activation Code enables you to take the
next step necessary to attract prosperity and fulfill your life's purpose. It all
starts with your Activation Code!
I look forward to helping you unlock your Activation Code!
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The Activation Code Session

Bonuses

MP3

Our time together is recorded so you can
go back and listen to anything you may
have missed during our session.
Usually within 24 hours of your session, you
will receive a link to the recording and a
Certificate of Appreciation &
Activation. This will remind you who you
are at a soul level.
A few weeks after our session, you will
receive an Activation Code Summary. This
will help you appreciate the gift you are to
the world at a deeper level and give you
insight into the student and master path of
your Activation Code.

On the following pages you can view an
Activation Code Summary of an actual
client.
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ACTIVATION
STAR POWER &
HOME AND HOMECOMING

DENA
CROWDER
SOUL STAR POWER ACTIVATOR

APPRECIATION
You are a gift to the world !
You are coded to activate and
turn on DNA - Divine Natural
Alignment in the people you
meet . This is the piece of GRACE
you bring to the world just by
being alive ! There is nothing you
need to do or figure out , simply
appreciate yourself and allow
yourself to receive everything
your heart truly desires !

ABUNDANCE

WHEN PEOPLE ARE READY
TO EXPERIENCE THEIR
STAR POWER OR THEIR
OWN PERSONAL
HOMECOMING THEY WILL BE
MAGNETICALLY ATTRACTED
TO YOU .
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Dena Crowder

Star Power

You activate star power. When someone's Star Power is activated they
feel like the stars were aligned perfectly when they were born to allow you
to not only take the stage but to own the entire studio! Student Path: On
the student path you are fueled by drama, yours and other people's. You
use your power to manipulate and control the power of others. On the
Master Path: You use your power gracefully with a higher purpose and it
inspires others to do the same and be a catalyst for change. There is no
space for drama for drama's sake when you are on the master path.

Home

You activate the sense of HOME for others. Your presence helps others
feel at home in their physical bodies. On the student path you may 'judge'
the physical body of yourself or others as not being worthy of being Home
and people may be very chaotic in your presence. When you are on the
master path you offer unconditional love and acceptance to yourself and
others and you see how perfect the body currently is as HOME for the soul.
When you are on the master path, you attract people who are ready to take
ownership of their body as HOME.

Homecoming

You activate Homecoming. Everyone's life is a set up for a Divine
homecoming, a returning home, a remembering of where you came from.
You activate the homecoming in others. Student Path: Denying your past,
your heritage, or the places you've come from leads to the student path of
this activation. On the student path others will try to remind you where you
came from or knock you back down to your roots. Master Path: On the
master path you own all of your past, your heritage, and your roots and the
people around you see you as a Light in the World, someone to be admired,
adored, and emulated. Because they see themselves in you.
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